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Abstract

Fbtures contracts written on the loss ratios of preselected pools of catastrophe in-

surance contracts-aptly named catastrophe insurance futures and commonly known

as CATS contracts-represent one of a number of new insurance-based financial in-

struments introduced, together with their respective put and call options, by the

Chicago Board of Tlade (CBOT) in December, 19g2.

In this paper, we develop a model for the valuation of the CATS contract that
places considerable emphasis on an examination of the information available to the

investing public. We then use this model to develop an explicit valuation formula

for the contract under reaiistic time period and information flow assumptions. In
addition to the construction of this fairly unrestrictive valuation model, we illustrate

the applicability of rigorous probabilistic techniques to the valuation of financial in-

struments where the flow of information is of paramount importance.
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fntroduction

F\rtures contracts written on the loss ratios of preselected pools of catastrophe in-
surance contracts-aptly named catastrophe 'i,nsurance futures and commonly known
as CATS contracts-represent one of a number of new insurance-based financial in-
struments introduced, together with their respective put and call options, by the
Chicago Board of Tlade (CBOT) in December, 1992. The valuation of such futures
contracts might very well be of interest to insurers wishing to use the instruments to
hedge against unexpected claims (as discussed in [6] and [8]) or, indeed, to speculators
wishing to participate in the insurance industry in the sense these instruments allow
(see [5]).

Obviously, though, the valuation of CATS futures contracts and options is rather
difficult without some model of the behaviour of the underlying ,,a,sset,,, the ratio of
paid losses and case reserves to estimated premium over a specified time period and on

a particular pool of insurance contracts. As Smith and Pickles [10] note, the unique
relationship between this ratio (on which the settlement price of the contract is based)

and the actual mechanics of the occurrence of catastrophic events, the reporting of
claims to insurance companies, and the dissemination of data to the investing public
should have a very significant effect on the pricing of the CATS contract by the market.

Ideally, a valuation model should place considerable emphasis on an examination of
the flow of information concerning the occurrence of actual catastrophes and their
respective claim processes.

In this paper' we attempt to develop such a model with the eventual goal of pro-

ducing an expression for the valuation of the catastrophe insurance futures contract
under specific distribution and information flow assumptions. After defining a simpli-
fied version of a CATS contract in Section 3, we examine the nature of the information
available to the investing public and suggest a "plan of attack" for the valuation of
the contract in Section 4-namely, the evaluation of the conditional expectation of



the settlement price given the current information set. The probabilistic framework

for the evaluation of conditional expectations in general is built up in Section b, while

the calculation of specific expectations involving Cox and Poisson processes is dealt

with in Sections 6 and 7. With these tools in hand, we proceed to develop a set of dis-

tribution assumptions for the catastrophe and claims process components in Section 8

and then set about characterizing the aggregate claims process and constructing the

final valuation formula in Sections 9 and 10.

The remainder of this section describes a typical catastrophe insurance futures

contract and explains how its settlement price is calculated. The CBOT publica-

tion [3] describes the technical aspects of catastrophe insurance futures contracts in
some detail, and [5] also contains a good descriptionl, so it should suffice to provide

a brief summary of the salient features of the contract here.

Prior to the start of trading on a new catastrophe insurance futures contra,ct,

the CBOT defines and fixes a pool of insura¡ce contracts and a time period (generally

a quarter of the year) on which the new futures contract will be based. Information

concerning the insurers involved, the demographic breakdown of the insurance pool,

the weights assigned to different claims classes, and the best estimate of the total
premium of the pool are provided to the investing public before trading commences.

Following the start of trading, claims resulting from catastrophic events that occur

within the assigned time period are reported by the insurance companies to the In-

surance Services Office (ISO). During trading, the ISO may release interim figures

concerning the level of claims reported as of a given date. Following the end of the

assigned time period, the ISO allows additional time for insureds to report losses to
the insurance companies (and for the insurance companies to report the losses to

the ISO).

lThe description of catastrophe insurance futures contracts found in [5] is not totally accurate,
since some aspects of the contract were changed prior to the contract's iniroduction bui following
the publication of this article.



On the settlement date, the ISO calculates the total aggregate claims (as repre-

sented by actual claims paid plus case reserves) that were reported within the allowed

time, and the contracts are settled at a price equal to $25,000 times the ratio of aggre-

gate catastrophic losses to the original estimate of the total premium or a $50,000 cap

value, whichever is smaller. Since all weights and estimated premium levels are fixed

and known at the start of trading, the variation of the futures contract settlement
price is due wholly to changes in the value of aggregate claims.

The December, 1993 CATS contract, as described in [3], provides an example of
the typical time periods involved. The December, 1993 contract began trading at the
start of 1993. At that time, the demographic breakdown of the premium pool (and an

estimate of its size) was provided by the CBOT to the investing public. This contract
covered losses on catastrophic events occurring between July and September, lgg3,
termed the /oss quarter. The ISO allowed insurers to report claims resulting from
these events up to the end of December, 1993. The'last trading day was April b, 1gg4

when the contract settlement price was calculated and the contract settled.

At the present time, the ISO provides a single interim figure to the investing
public-the number of claims reported as of the end of the loss quarter. As noted

in [10], data quality and real time processing issues mean that this figure is not released

until approximately the end of the reporting period. For our December, 1g9B example,

the interim figure-representing claims reported as of the end of September, lgg3-
would have been reported near the end of December, 1993. The only other figure

released by the ISO would have been the settlement price, released on April 5, 1gg4.

We now begin by introducing and defining the statistical terminology used in the

remainder of the paper.



Terminology

In this paper, we deai with information sets in the formal sense. Let (fl, l*,p) be a
probability space. Then, an informøt'ion set is a sub ø-field of events taken from g*.

If g1 and T2 are two information sets, we adopt the usual convention of writing lN lz
for the minimal a-field coutaining both of the sets g1 and g2, and lr A g2 for their
intersection (which is necessarily the maximal ø-ûeld contained in each of the two
sets).

We will adopt Karr's [fl convention of defining entire stochastic processes as ran-
dom measures. Let B denote the set of all Borel subsets of lR. Take some set E e B
representing a collection of points in time. Let M represent the set of all Radon

measures2 on E, and let Mo Ç M represent the set of all point rneeE?tres) those

Radon mea-sures satisfying p.(B) e NI for aI bounded Borel B. Let (CI,9*, p) be a
probability space. For an appropriate ø-field lvt of subsets of M (see [7, (A.2)] for
such an 14), we define a random nl,eo,sure on .Ð as a measurable mapping from (f^¿, 5r*)

into (M,M). In particular, a poi,nt process on ,E is taken to be a mea,surable map-
ping from (f¿, g.) into (Mp,îyt n Mp).3 when the set -E is taken to be the set of
non-negative reals IR.+, we define M¡ for a random measure M and a real ú as

(2.1) Mt: M[O,t),

which coincides with the terminology more typically used in discussions of stochastic
processes that evolve over time.

To aid us in our discussion of random measures, we define two types of indicator
functions. The poi'nt mass function e, of rl € E, is given by the following, for all

2A R¿don measure is a measure p satisfying p(K) < oo for all compact K.sNote that Mn M, ¿s a o-field and hence is the minimal ø-field containing all subsets of Mothat are elements of M.



subsets B C E

(2,2) €,(B): I(x € B),

where /(') is the indicator function. We define the seú characterùsti,c functi.on Xs
oÍ B ç E, for all ø € .Ð, as follows

(2.3) xø(r)=I(x€B).

A random quantity X (be it a random variable or a random measure) is said to
be measuraóle with respect to some information set g g g* if {a: x(u) e B} e g
for any measurable B (any B e B for random variables or any B e Jvl. for random
measures). An event F ismeasurablewith respect to gif F e l,sothis justifies the
convention of writing X e I for a random quantity X measurable with respect to g.

Intuitively, if a random quantity is measurable with respect to an information set.

the set includes information on the exact value of the random quantity.

If {x"},e¿ is a set of random quantities or events, we write o {x, : a e A} for the
information set generated by this set-the coarsest ø-field by which all the ¡andom
quantities or events Xo are measurable. Additionally, we write gx for the ø-field
generated by a single random quantity x. where x is a random measure on -8, we

will also define f{ for a Borel set .B Ç E as follows

(2.4) fI : o {X(B'): B' ç B,B' e B}.

Intuitively, 9f represents the set of complete information concerning the behaviour

of the random measure X over the time periods included in B. For .Ð : IR.+. we will
write f{ = fff,,.

as

(2.5)

Finally, we note that the Løplace funct'ionalL¡,7 of a random measure M is defined

Lu(l)=E[e-M(/)] ,



for non-negative, measurable / and is known to uniquely determine the distribution
of M (see Theorem 1.12 of [7]). Here, the quantitv MU) is defined as

(2.6) M(f)= ltau.

3 Simplified CATS Contract

For the purposes of building a valuation framework for the CATS contracts, we will
consider a slightly simplified futures contract. Ignoring the $2b,000 multiplier and the

$50,000 ca,p, we will consider a futures contract based on a unit estimated premium.

The contract's settlement price will be equal to the claims paid (per dollar of estimated

premium) that resulted from catastrophes occurring in the loss quarter and that were

reported to the insurance companies before the assigned run-off deadline.

We begin by defining the following times. We take ú - 0 to be the time at which

trading commences. We denote the start of the loss quarter bV Q > 0. This is the

earliest time after which catastrophes relevant to the given contract may occur'. The

latest date at which relevant catastrophes may occur, the end of the loss quarter, is

denoted -R with I < R. Claims on the contract premium pool that result from the

catastrophic events between times Q and -R may be reported up to and including the

run-off deadline at time ,S where ,R < ,S. Claims reported to insuring companies after
this date (as well as any claims resulting from catastrophes not occurring between

times Q and .R) are not included in the calculation of the settlement price of the

contract' We assume all claims reported to insurance companies by time ,S will be

reported to the investing public by the settlement ti,me T > ^g. At time T, all trading
on the contracts ceases, the settlement price is calculated, and the contracts are

settled on a cash basis. In the example introduced in Section l-the December, 1g93



CATS contract-we have

(3.1)

January 1/1993

July 1/1993

October 1/1993

January LlLgg4

April 5/1994.

0

a

R

^9

T

We write It as the value at time ¿ > 0 of the catastrophe futures contract based

on a unit estimated premium. We denote by J, the set of information available to the

investing public at time ú. We make the assumptions that {J¿},ro is increasing ald
right-continuous in the following sense

(3.2)

(3.3)

V0< s1t,

V¿>0,

J" ÇJú

,ArJ": J''

Intuitively, these correspond to the obvious requirements that information remains

known once it first becomes known and that a new piece of information becomes

known at a specific point in time.

' Let X defined on IR+ be the stochastic process representing the total nominal

aggregate claims on the unit premium pool resulting from catastrophes occurring

between times Q and ¡1 that are reported to insura,nce companies no later than
time ^9. Then X¿ represents the aggregate claims from this pool reported to insuring

companies as of time ú. We see that, since no claims are reported up to time e and

no claims reported after time 
^9 a¡e included in the process X, we must necessarilv



have

(3.4)

(3.5)

We note that Yv, the value of the futures contract on the settlement date, will be equal

to the settlement price, which is simply the total nominal aggregate claim amount

on that date. Hence, we have Yr : Xr. Let 6, be a non-random forward rate of
interest at each time r ) 0. We assume that the price of a risk-free zero-coupon

bond at time ú that matures at time ? is equal to e- tf o"a'. If we assume investors

are risk-neutral and rational then the value to any individual investor of a futures
contract at time t < T will be its expected value at the settlement date T conditioned
on the available information J¿ and discounted back to the present time. Hence, we

have the following for t 1T

(3.6)
Y, : e- I,' 6'd' .E[Yr. 

I Ji

= e- Ïr' 6'd' .E[Xr 
I U.

In the special case where 6t: 6 is constant for all ú > 0, we have

vt < Q, x¿ :0;
Vú > S, Xt: Xs.

y - e-a?-,) .ø¡X, ¡ lr1.

EIIY'I] - E[Y,] = "- 
f,'6'd' E[xr] ( oo,

(3.7)

(3.8)

Note that, provided v/e assume EtXr] ( oo, we have that the discounted futures
price e- I;6"d'Y, is a martingale with respect to {J¿}. For, clearly we have



and Js Ç J¿ for all s ( ú with Y e J, for all ú. Moreover, we have the following for
alls(ú

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

fl-,
E[e-Jo o'o'YrlJ"] 

=

:
"- 

Iï o,a' E[et,ç | ,,] | 
J"]

"- 
Il o.o, E[x" I J" ]

u- Ïí a'a'*.

To further characterize the aggregate claims process X, we consider the count-

ing process ff defined on IR.+ for catastrophes occurring after time e such that N¿

represents the number of catastrophes occurring in the time interval (Q,tl.We note

that Vf I 8, l/r = 0. We will denote by ?Ì¿l for i e NI the ordered times of the
catastrophes so that Q <TO> STel

With each catastrophe z' occurring after time Q, we will associate the pair (Mo, Xn)

where luI¿ is the counting process on IR+ for all (eventually) reported claims on the
contract premium pool resulting from this catastrophe and X¿ is the associated ag-

gregate claims process.4 we note that, for each i € NI, we have M¿,, : xi,t: 0 for
all ú < Q¡. Hence, we have the following for all B e -El+, where I}+ is the collection
of all Borel subsets of IR+

Nn
x(B) - Ð x,(B n [o,s]).

d=1

We also define the random meaure M on IR+ by means of the following

ffn
M(B): I ¡W,(B n [0, .9]).

i=1

aNote that by this definition the processes M¡ and X; include øll claims on the premium pool
under consideration that result from catastrophe i and are eventually reported to ìhe insurance
companies, not merely those claims that are reported to the insurance companies by time S ancl
included in the calculation of the futures contract settlement price.



We further characterize the individual catasttophes' claims processes as follows.
For each i ) 1, let us denote by S¡¡ for all / € N[ the time relative to ?jr¡ of the
reporting of the jth time-ordered claim resulting from catastrophe i such that 0 (
s;,r ( s,,z ( "' I s,¡ I s,r*, ( ... and with B¡; its nominal amount.s Then, for
any catastrophe a', we may write the stochastic processes M; and X¡ in terms of e;¡,
S,¡, and B;,j æ follows

(3.12)

(3.13)

oo
tt S-tuti : l€r6+s;,¡i

j=I
oo

Ãc = D Btt6?1¡¡*si,¡.
j=L

oo
t¡l SaJuti: )-€sr'¡i

j=l
oo

Xi : DB,¡es,,,.
j=7

Additionally, it may be useful, at times, to refer to the claims processes for a

particular catastrophe with respect to a time scale originating at the catastrophe time.
In this spirit, we will define, for each i € NI, the stochastic process es Mland X,r on lR.*

such that for any B e B+,, we have M!(B) : M;(B +?Ì,1) and, X,¿(B) : X¿(B+?Ì,1).
In particulâr' v/e will have M';,, = Mi,T1¡¡+, and xl," : xi,T1¿¡+r, and we may construct
analogues of equations (3.12) and (3.1J) for these processes as follows

(3.14)

(3.15)

Having defined, for our simplified CATS futures contract, the components relevant

to its valuation, we now turn our attention to an examination of the investing public,s

information set.

5In the case where a catastrophe i results in only a finite number of claims (i.e., where M,,* =
\mt"---* M;4 ( *oo), si,¡ and B¡,¡ will be defined as above only for claims j s'M;,.*. Io thi, .*",for all j ) M;,*, we will take B;,,¡ = 0 and St,¡ = *oo.
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4 fnvesting Public's fnformation Set

Our derivation of a valuation formula for the CATS contract will center around the

use of equation (3.7). This equality expresses the contract value as a function of the

conditional expectation of the quantity X7 given the information set J¿. Clearly, then,

the specification of this information set Í¿, representing the knowledge of a member

of the investing public at a specific time t, is of critical importance.

As defined above, the stochastic process X represents the nominal aggregate claims

reported to the insurance companies for the eventual purpose of determining the

settlement price of the catastrophe futures contract under consideration. Horvever,

the claims reported to the insurance companies are not immediately known to the

investing public. In practice, these claims are reported by the insurance companies to

the Insurance Services Office (ISO), which releases information about the stochastic

process X to the investing public essentially at its own discretion. We will define the

stochastic process X* on lR+ as the publi,ci,zed aggregate claims process. The value Xf
for Ú ) 0 represents actual aggregate claims as reported to the investing public by

the ISO at time ú. We will also assume that the ISO disseminates aggregate ciaims

data it receives from insurance companies to the general public in such a way that
the publicized claims process X* may be written

lV¿

Xi : Xt(t):lXr,rlr'1,
i:1

(4.1)

where 7(ú) is, for all 0 < t 1 T, a non-decreasing, right-continuous function that
satisfies .,/(t) < ú, ,y(0) = 0, and l(T) : ^9.6 Here, the function ?(.) itself is assumed

6This specification allows for a larger degree of generality than might immediately be supposed.
For example, if we take r¡ ) 0 and let

for0(t(4;
for4(t<S*q;
for 

^9 + q 1t 1?',

11

.,(t) ={i- ,



to be completely known to the investing public at time ú - 0. We will call this
function 7(.) the aggregate clai,ms publicati,on scheilule.

Our information set J¿, representing the information available to the investing
public at time ú, is taken to include the times of all catastrophes that have occurred

by time ú and the claims process as reported to the general public by the ISO for alt
times prior to and including time ú. This gives us the following explicit definition of
our information.set

(4.2)
Jt: gtü,,1 vgörl vgcteim

: ff,r¡ v läo,rlV fi'o'*,

where 7[0,t] : {r(r) : r e [0,t]]. The ø-fields gfä,¿,9öd, and gfr0,,¡ are defined as in
equation (2.4). The ø-field l¡Io;m represents information about certain aspects of the

catastrophes' claims processes which will be explained in Section 8. Recall that the
aggregate claims publication schedule f (.) is assumed to be completely known to the

investing public at time ú : 0. Note also that this definition of J¿ satisûes the require-

ments that the trading public's information set be increasing and right-continuous

(provided the currently undefin 
"¿ 

gcløim satisfies these same requirements).

Our task, in the remainder of this paper, will be to value the simplified CATS con-

tract, as defined in Section 3, by means of equation (3.7). This witl involve calculating
the conditional expectation of the aggregate claims accumulated by the settlement

date X7 given the investing public's information set J¿, as it has been described in

then, intuitivelS the ISO is a-ssumed to provide claims data in aggregate on a continuous basis, butafteraconstanttimelagT. similarlyif wetake e<to <.guoJ.oJe{o)t¡,*"*u,yt"t

(0 for0(rar,ot
r(ú)={¿o forúl(t<T;(S forú=?.

IntuitivelS the only information the ISO releases in this case is the vaJue of the aggregate claims
reported to the insurance companies as of time ú6, where this information is relua"ed tJthe public
at time t', > to.

T2



this section.

5 Elimination of Redundant fnformation

In this section, we develop a number of useful results that allow for the elimination
of redundant information from conditional expectations of a specific form. The most
important of the results, Theorem 5.4, will be a very valuable tool in deriving our
valuation formula. Intuitively this theorem-and its corollary-allow us to remove

extraneous information from a conditional expectation when we can establish a weak

form of independence between this information a¡rd the random variable involved in
the expectation.

Let 9 be a o-field, and let {9" : a e A} be a collection of o-fields indexed by A.
Recall that {9" : a € A} are said tobe cond,i,tionally independ,ent giueng if, for every

finite subset {a1, e2,. .., a,.} C .4, we have

(5.1) u[,4tr*l t] =gE[/(4)ts],

for all events 4 € 9"¡.

we will require chung's Theorem 9.2.L, which we state here.

Lemma 5.1 Let A be an arbitrary i,nd,ex set, and let {1,: a e A} be a collecti,on of
o-fields of eaents. For each a €. A, let l@) d,enote the smallest o-fi,eld, contai,ning

alllp wi'th B e ,a \ {o}. Then, the sets lo are cond,itionally i,ndepend,ent relati,ue to

some o-f.eld S if and only i,f, for each a and, Fo € lo, we haue

(5.2) E[/(¡t) | s('r v gJ : Et/(¡t) | 9].

Proof. Omitted. See the proof of Theorem g.2.1 in [a]. tr

we prove a trivial lemma to be used in the proof of rheorem 5.4.

13



r,emma 5,2 Let A, B, andD be o-fi.elds of eaents such thatD ç,Av ß. If z is a
. ra,ndom aariable such that

(5.3)

then

(5.4)

EIZ | "A,v ts] : E[ z lß),

E[z ltsv D] -E[z lß].

Proof. We see that the following holds

(55) EtzttsvDt - 

Iti':i"i,i;;'J 

""i"

and the lemma is proved. tr

We prove the following lemma which allows us to show the independence of two

information sets if we can establish that independence holds for a certain subset of
the relevant events.

Lemma 5.3 Let A, B, e , and g be o-fi,etds. Suppose we haue

(5.6) EIr(A)r(B)r(c) | s1 _ E[/(A) | 9]Et r(B)r(c) | sl,

for aII Ae A., B e B, and c €. C. Then,.A andtsv g are cond,i,ti,onally independ,ent

gi,aen $.

Proof. Let I be the collection of events given by

9:{BñC:BeB,C€g}.(5.7)

L4



Let -81 fì c1 and Bzñcz be arbitrary events in ? with Bt,Bz € B and c1,c2 €. e.

Clearl¡ we have

(5.s) (B,nCr)n (BrnCz):(Brn nùì(enC2)ep,

and ? is closed under finite intersections. We call such a collection a r-system.

Let,C be the collection of all events F € tsV g satisfying

(5.e) E[r(A)r(F) | S¡ - E[/(.4) | g]Et/(r) I 91.

Note that, by equation (5.6), we have ? _c ¿. In particular, we have Í^) € p ç Â.
Now, for any F € f,, we see that its complement F" - CI \ f' satisfies the following

EIr(A)r(F")l9l = E{1(A)[1 _/(r)] ls]
(5.10) : E[/(A) | 9]{1 -Et/(F) | Sl}

_ E[/(A) lS]EI/(F'") lgl,

and we have F" € f,. For a collection {f},}"en of disjoint subsets of Â, we see that

(5.11)

ef ,1a¡, ('*") lr
sJ : o[rqa¡årrql 

ls]
= Ð et rØ)r(F") | Sl

n€N

= E[/(A) | s] E E[1(4) I s]
¿€N

= E[/(.4) ts]Efr ('V*") sl,

and hence we have U"en F, € r,. Therefore, we have CI e Â and .c closed under

complementation and countable disjoint unions. Such a collection is known as a

15



)-system.

obviously,asß ç?and e g 3, wehave tsvg Ç "(?). ByDynkin,sø.-ÀThe-
orem [2, TheoremS.2], wehaveBvg q o@) çL ctsVe. Hence, the relationin
equation (5.9) holds for aII events F e ß V €. Hence, .,4 and tsv e are seen to be

conditionally independent given g. n

Finall¡ we prove the following new result, the main theorem of this section, which

will become an invaluable tool later. Essentially, it allows the elimination of redundant

information from a conditional expectation while requiring only that a relatively wealc

form of independence hold.

Theorem 5.4 Let A,B, and e be o-fielils of euents such tho,t A. and, e are conrhi,-

ti'onally independent gi,uen ß, and suppose that D is a o-field, such that D ç A,v ß.
Let z be an ,AY ts-measurable random uariable with lÛ(z)l 1 æ. Then

(5.12) ElzltsvevDj _ElzltsvDl.

Proof. Let AeA, B e ß,c € e, and E eßvD be arbitrary events. Then,

(5.13)

E[r(A)r(B)r(c)r(E)]

_ E{ E[ r(A)r(B)r(c)r(E) | "4v ts]]

= E{r(A)r(B)r(E)E[1(c) | "A,v ß]].

By Lemma 5.1, the conditional independence of ,A and € given E implies Et/(c) |

A'v tsl = E[ I(c) | ts]. Moreover, bv Lemma 5.2, we have E[ I(c) | Av ts]:

16



E[/(C) ltsv D]. Therefore, we have the following

E[r(A)r(B)r(c)r(E)l

: E{r(A)r(B)r(E)E[/(c) | 3 v D] ]
(5.14) _ r{r{ r(A)r(B)r(¿')Etr(c)lßvDllsvD}}

-- E{/(B)/(E) E[ r(A) | tsv D]E[/(c) ltsv D]]
= n{r1ø¡{E[/(A)/( B) ltsv D] E[/( c) ltsv t] ]].

As E[ I(A)I(B) | ß v D] EII(C) | ts v Dlis ß V D-measurable, we have by the

definition of conditional expectation that

(5.15) E[r(A)r(B)r(c) lßv D] : E[ r(A)r(B) ltsv D] E[/(c) ltsv D],

forall A e "A., B e B, and c e €. Therefore, by Lemma s.J,AVts and €are
conditionally independent with respect to ts V D.

By Lemma 5.1, we have the following for all F e ,4V ts

(5.16) E[/(F') lsvevD] _E[/(r) lßvD].

Having established that the theorem holds for Z - I(F), \Me may generalize it to
all l. V 3-measurable simple random variables Z. Then, for an a^rbitrary integrable

random variable Z, we may construct a sequence of simple random variables {gr}r.n
such that 9n + Z and leÀ S lZl. By the dominated convergence theorem for
conditional expectations, Theorem 6.5.5 of [1], we have

(5.12) Jggste"lts v e v Dl _ Elz ltsv ev Dl;

Jrjået e"lßv Dl _ EIz ltsv Dl,

17



and' as E[ç" | ßv ev D] - E[ç" | tsv D]for all n € N, the statement of the

theorem follows. tr

W'e prove the following lemma, which is used in the proof of the corollary below

and several times in following sections.

Lemma 5.5 Let A and ts be independ,ent. Then, .A and g are condi,tionatty i,nde-

pendent giuen ts if and only if .A i,s i,ndepend,ent of ts V g.

Proof. Let',A and 3 be independent, and ret A e .A., B € ß, and c e € be

arbitrary events.

Suppose .A and € are conditionally independent given ß. We see that the following

is satisfied

E[r(A)r(B)r(c)] _ E{E[ r(A)r(B)r(c) | ß]]

(5.18) _ E{/(B)E[/('4) lts]EII(c) lßl]
_ E {/(B) E[/(A)] E[/(c) | ts ]]
_ EII(A)IE[I(B)I(C)].

By Lemma 5.3, we see that ,.4. and tsV g are independent.

conversely, suppose .4 is independent of ts v c. Then. we have

E[I(A)I(C) | 3] _ E{/(c)E[/(A) | 3 v e] | 3]
(5.1e) _ E{r(c)E t/(,A)l | 3}

_ E[/(A) lts]EÍr(c) | 31.

The statement of the lemma follows. D

We now prove the following corollary, a particularly useful form of Theorem 5.4.

of which we will make extensive use in later sections.
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corollary 5.6 Let A, B, and e be o-field,s such that "Ã and, ts v e are ,ind,epend.ent.

suppose D is a o-fietd such that D ç "A,v ß. Let z be.Av B-measurable with

lE(Z)l ( oo. Then, we haue the followi,ng

(5.20) E[z ltsv e v D] _ EIz ltsv Dl.

Proof. By Lemma 5.b, the independence of ,4 and ts v g gives us .,4. and 0
conditionally independent given 3. The hypotheses of Theorem 5.4 are then satisfied.
and the corollary follows. tr

In the derivation of our valuation formula, a common theme will be the expression

of conditionalexpecrationslike E[ z lg] * E[EIz I g,] lg] fort' f gand then
the use of either Theorem 5.4 o¡ Corollary 5.6 to eliminate information from g, in
the inner expectation such that the entire expression can be easily evaluatecl.

Conditional Behaviour of Cox processes

After we use the results of Section 5 to eliminate the redundant information from
a promising conditional expectation, it will be necessary to actually evaluate the
simplified expression' Since we will make extensive use of the concept of Cox processes

in describing the distribution of the claims streams, the following results-which
describe the behaviour of Cox processes in conditional expectations when they are

subjected to certain modifications-will prove useful.

We take the following from Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 of [fl. For some Radon mea-

sure /' € M, apoint processN onE gRissaidto bea Poi,ssonprocess with mean

measure ¡r if .aú(41) , N(Ar),. . . , N(A¡) are independent random variables whenever

At,Az,...,AnaredisjointBorelsubsetsofEandwehave,forallBorelsubsets B CE
andintegersn)0

(6.1) E [/(¡r(B) = n)] _ s-F@) pçg)"
nl
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(A Poisson process is said to be homogeneozs if its mean measure may be written
p(B) = ÀlBl forsomeÀ ) 0with l.lthe Lebesguemeasure.) If júis arandom
measure on -E C IR, then a point process M defined on E is a Cox process directed

bv ú if M(A), M(Az), . . . , M(Ar) are conditionally independenr given Ih fordisjoint

Borel At, Az, . . . , Ak, and we have

(6.2)

for Borel subsets B C E and integers n ) 0.
'We 

now begin by proving the following lemma, used in the proof of Theorem 6.2.

Lemma 6.1 Let g(m,t) be a real-aalued, i,ntegrable lunction d,efined on M x IR t¿åere

M i's the set of all Radon rneo,sures on IR.. Let M be a rand,onù rneasure and, T
a random uariable such that lM and f are condi,tionally ind,epend,ent giuen some

o-field S. Let us define a set of g-rneasurable rand,om aario,bles {/(¿)}r.n as follows

(6.3) Í(t) =E[s(M,ú) | 9].

Then, we haue the following

(6.4) lQ) :E[g(M,Ð | S v e'].

f øQ) :EIYø(M x 7) I Sv sr],

20

Proof. For an arbitrary measurable E ç M x IR, we may define the set of

$-measurable random variables {/"(¿)},.n as follows

(6.5) Ín(t) =EIXE(M x ú) | 9].

Let 'C denote the collection of measurable subsets E ç M x IR. for which we have

(6.6)



and let ? denote the collection of measurable rectangles oveÌ .lVl x IR given by

(6.7) 3: {Ax B : A eJyI,B e B},

where 14 denotes the appropriate o-field over M as defined in Section 2 and Il is the

set of Borel subsets of R.

Clearly, if á1 x & e 3 and A2 x Bz €. P are arbitrary subsets of g, then

(6.8) (At xBr) n (A, * Bz) :(Á, n Az) x (Br n Bz).

Hence, P is a z--system. In addition, M x IR is an element of ?.

Now, we note that for,4 x B e ?. we have

(6.e) r¡"n(t) -- EIxA(M)x¿(¿) l9l
_ xn(t)ElxÁM) | sl,

and, in particular, we have

l¡"a(T) _ xB(r)E[xAW) | S]

(6.10) : xnT)E[xt(M)lSvrrl
_ ElxA(M)x"Q)lSvrrl
_ E[xAxB(M x 

") | gv f ],

by the conditional independence of lM and gT given g, which allows the application

of Lemma 5.1. Therefore, we see that P C L.
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We note lhat M x IR € ? is an element of Ê. Additionally, for an arbitrary
set -E € Â, we have the following for the comprement E" : (M x R) \ E

(6.11)

(6.12)

fn.(t¡ :

=

E[rE"(Mxú)lg]

1 -ElxE(M x t) | Sl

1- Ía(t).

In particular, we have

ln"(T): l-fn?)
: r -EtxE(M x 

") 
I Sv grl

= EtxE"(M x 
") | Sv grl.

Therefore,wehave E eL. Finally, let{E,}*rnbeacollectionof disjointsetsin,[,.
Then, we see that

"fg".n r" (ú)

(6.13)

_ E[xu".nr, (M x ú) 
| 
g]

= r[å xn,(M -,, 
1r]

: Ð.t["o (M x ú) | s]
¿€N: D 1""(Ð.
¿€N
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Hence. we have

fg".n".(?) _ Ð fr"Q)
n€N

(6.14) _ Ð et xn,(M x 
") 

| sv srl
n€N

_ E["U".no (M xr) 
I S , f].

Therefore, we have Ur,en E" € Ê. Hence, 'we see that .C is a À-system. An application

of Dynkin's zr-À Theorem [2, Theorem 3.2] then allows us to conclude that o(p) Ç L.
Therefore, every measurable subset E of M x IR satisfies

(6.15) føe):Elxn(MxT)lgvf1.

Hence, for any simple function g(m,t) : DLI a;xn;(m x t), relation (6.a) holds.

For an arbitrary integrable function g(m,t), we may construct a sequence of simple

functions {p,}".n such that gn + g almost everywhere on M x IR with lç"1 S lgl.
Let us deûne fn and / as follows

(6.16) Í"(t) : EIç"(M'¿) I 9l;

f (Ð = Els(M,ú) l gl.

By Theorem 6.5.5 of [1], we have Í,(t) - /(ú) almost ever¡rwhere on IR, and a second

application of this theorem gives

(6.17) hg) -E[p^(M,T) | Sv sr] + Els(M,r) | Sv f l.

Hence, fQ) : lim,.-- hQ) - E[g(M,f) | SVf), and the statement of the

theorem follows. E
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The following theorem shows that a Cox process, subjected to a ranclom shift
through time, continues to satisfy certain defining characteristics of a Cox process,

provided a number of conditional independencies hold. In our derivation of the valu-

ation formula, we will use this theorem to show that the Cox claim counting process

for an individual catastrophe as mea,sured from the start of that catastrophe can still
be treated as a cox process when it is measured from the time ú - 0.

Theorem 6-2 Let M be a Cor process on a Borel set E C IR ø¿úå rli,recti,ng mea-

srr" ú, and let S be a o-field, such that lM and, g are cond,iti.onallg ind,epend,ent

gi,uen ltu uith lÑr and, g i,nd,epend,ent. Let At, Az, . . . , At be d,i.sjoi,nt Borel subsets of
E, and IetT be a random uariable measurable with respect to S. Then, the ,increments

M(Ar+T),M(Ar+T),. ..,M(An *T) are cond,i,tionally ,independ,ent gi,aen gtu v S.

Moreouer, we haue

(6.18) t[,4 I (M(Ai+ ?) - ,)lro u 9] = fre-M(Ai+ÐIiL(Ai 
+r)"i

tid "' l ' j=t n¡! '

for ang n1rll2r... , n¡ € NI.

Proof. By Lemma 5.5 with ,A = s, ß : Tfu, a¡d € : lM, we see that lfu v
lM is independent of g. Now, let .A - lM vg*, B : f , e : S, and D :
o{M(A¡ +?):2< j < k} vgú. As M(Ar+?) is.AVB-measurable,we have

EII (M(A, +?) - n) | M(A2+T),...,M(Ar+T), g,tr v g)
(6.19) ' \ ¡

_ EÍI (M(h+?) - n) | M(A2+?), ...,M(At +T),rtu v f7,

by Corollary 5.6. Application of Corollary 5.6 with D _ ltu gives

(6.20) EU(M(h+?) - ")lsÑ' v9l: Elr(M(h+r) -ùlrtuvsrl.
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By Lemma 6.1 with g(m,t): û=, I(m(A¡ + ú) - n¡), the conditional indepen-

dence of lM and g" given gú gives

r[g r (M (Ai+ ?) : ,)lnou 
"']

(6.2r) _ fie-u(t¡+qÑt(¿, 
+r)"¡

j:r n¡l
ß

fI e[¡ (M(A¡+ ?) : ù | stu v s, ],j:L

so M(A¡ *7) a,re conditionally independent given gú v f . By Lemma 5.1 and

equations (6.19) and (6.20) we see that

EII (M(h +T) - n) | M(A2 +T),...,M(Ar +T),9'ñI v S)

: El I (M(h+?) - n) | M(A2+T),...,M(An +T),rtu v rr1(6.22) I \ \ ¡'-' '-

: EII (M(h +T) - n) ltM v tr\
- E[r (M(h + ?) _ n) lrtu v s].

This relation clearly holds for any ordering of the sets A¡. Hence, M(Ar+T), M(Az+
T),. .., M(Ar*?) are conditionally independent given gtu v g by Lemma b.1. tr

The following lemma, md its corollary, characterize the Laplace functionals of
Poisson aud Cox processes. They wilt be required in the proof of the theorem thev
precede.

Lemma 6.3 Let M be a Poi'sson process d,efined on E C R with rnean rneasure þ¿.

Then, the Laplace functional of M has the form

(6.23) Lu(Ð: exp {- Irf, - "-rdp} .



Proof. Let f be the non-negative simple function given by .f - ! a¿x¡, with

{,{} disjoint. Then, we have

Lu(f): tþ"otlrdM\l
(6'24) _ E[exp{-f a;iut@)}]

- _ fIO [t-"'t(er)] ,

by the independence of disjoint increments of M. However, from the distribution
of M wehave

(6.25) Ele-";mØ;)l- e-rØ¡)exp {"-"'tØ)}.
This gives us the following result for any non-negative simple function /

(6.26) 
Lu(Í) : 

"*P {- ÐP(A')(t - t-'')}
: 

""p {- l"O - "-r)ap} 
.

For any non-negative, mea,surable function .f, we may construct a monotone in-
creasing sequence of simple functions {gr}".n converging almost everywhere to /.
However, we then have

(6.27) ]nlendM _ | f au,

by a monotone convergence theorem [g, Theorem 11.12]. Therefore, we have

(6.28)
Lu(Í) _ E þ-rim'*- I v"au1

_ t [q* "- I 
o'o'f 

,
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but, as e-lç"¿u is bounded, a Lebesgue convelgence theorem [g, Theorem 11.16]

allows us to conclude that

(6.2e)

Lu(Í) _ limE["-Ir"o*1

: 
Jr¡g"*p I I,( - e-^) auj

-- ""0 {- },Æ I"( - "-^) a¡,}

: 
"*o {- I"G - u') dp]t ,

with the last equality following since r - e-e, 1 1 - "-/, allowing the application of
a monotone convergence theorem [9, Theorem 11.12]. The lemma follows. tr

corollary 6.4 For a cox process M wi,th d,i,recting rneo'ure i[, we haue

(6.30) LuU):Lu(I-"-r).

Proof. In the fashion of Example 1.16 of [T], we write

Lu(Í)_ E[o¡e-ørr)lM]]

: r 
þ*o {- IO - "-,¡aú}l

: Lr(l - "-r),

(6.31)

and we have the statement of the corollarv D

The following theorem shows that the (random) sum of a series of Cox processes is

itself a Cox process that exhibits certain characteristics similar to those of its compo-

nents. We will use this theorem to demonstrate that the claims counting process that
includes all claims relevant to the settlement pricing of the CATS contract under con-
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sideration, being a sum of the Cox claims processes of its constituent catastrophies,

is itself a Cox process.

Theorem 6.5 Let {Mn}r.n be Cox processes on E C IR uiúh each M¿ di,rected, bA fun.

Let S be a o-field such that the M¿ are cond,iti,onally ind,ependent gi,uen g and,, for
each i, we haue for euery F e lut

(6.32) E[/(r) I 9] : E[/(r) | stu,].

Let N1 and, N2 be $-measurable random posi,ti,ae i,ntegers such thatO < N; - Nr < oo

with probabi,litg l. Then, the process gi,uen by

(6.33) *: f ,,,
i-tVr

i's a cox process directed ba irI = l[?", fu;. Moreo,uer, ,u]e haue for eaery F e ïM

(6.34) E[I(r) l9]: E[/(r) ls'tu].

Proof. Let L¡a(f) be the Laplace functional of M. Since the processes M; are

conditionally independent given $ while Nr and N2 arc $-measurable, we see that

Lu(Ð = e [e-urrl1

(6.85) = t {t[=t "-*tl' I 
nl ]I t¡:iv' I JJ

-- t { ft E[e-M;(Í) | sl] ,
(r=N¡ )

but, as M; is a Cox process directed by fu1, we have

(6.36) n¡e-u;{Ð ¡ 91 : nle-u;{Ð 1 ¡4 
1



(6.37)

where equality (6.37) follows from Lemma 6.J. It follows that

= *o 
[- lrt, - "-r¡au,f ,

LuU) l"o - "-,)oño,ll

_"_\0,*,"] 
)

: Ð --t[.ü- 
t @¡(B)=,,1 ls]æiV1 *n¡yr4t-¡...*nNr=n . j=JV,

: t frrr r@j(B)=n¡)ls),
ærut *aw, 4r *...*n nz=n j = Nt

'{*of-,ä
, 

{*o l- I"u
LnG - "-r).

(6.38)

Therefore, by Corollary 6.4 and Karr's uniqueness theorem for Laplace functionals [2,
Theorem L.721, M is a Cox process directed bV M : Ð{J*,IüIn.

Moreover, for any n € NI and Borel set B C .Ð, we see the following holds (where

the summation is iterated over all possible non-negative integers ?trNt,rtrNt+r,. . . ,DNz

such that Dlt? n¿ - n)

EII (M(B) - n) | e]
(6.3e)
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by the conditional independence of {r*,}

EII (M(B) - ") | 9] _ I
t¿Nr +t¡Jvr +t +...*n¡vz =n j=Nr

¿ivt *n rYt *t .r ..'*n Nz=n

given I. It follows that

Nz

II et I (Mj(B) : nj) | sñ,'l

"- 
n p ¡III! p, 

-litt t @ ))" 
r

IIiSw,n¡!

(6.40) o-u(s) I ¡- n!ç 
n-l' nwr+n*r*!...an*-nffi*$@.

lfu *,(B)] "'' fñt n,*rça¡] "'' *' l* *,@))" 
*,

"-rrp¡lDI:-*, 
u¡(Ð1"
nl

ÐII (M(B) - n) | ]çrl

Hence, we have the statement of the theorem.

Having explored the behaviour of shifted Cox processes and sums of Cox processes,

we will require only one additional result before we begin our valuation of the CATS

contract. This result appears in the following section.

7 Inter-event Times of a Poisson process

In the clerivation of our valuation formula, we will find it trecessary to calculate the

expected contribution of claims from future catastrophes-those that have not yet

occurred at the time we are valuing the CATS contract. We will find it convenient

to break the "future" up into the time periods between adjacent catastrophes and

then consider the number of catastrophes with claims processes in force over each

inter-event time' The final result of this section, which gives a certain conditional

expectation of the inter-event times of a homogenous Poisson process, will prove

useful.
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We begin by proving the followinglemma, which shows that the conditional expec-

tation of the number of events occurring in a specified time period given the number
occurring in a superset of that time period is binomially distributed.

Lemma 7.1 Let N be a Po'isson process on E ÇR wi,th rnean rneasure ¡-r,. Let A, B €
B be subsets of E wi'th A Ç B. Then the condi,tional d,istributi,on of N(A) gi,uen¡i(B)
i's bi,nom'ial wi'th parameters n - N(B) and. p - ,+tB. That ,is, we haae

(T.L) E[/ (N(.4) - m)l ¡r(B) ] : (*(")) tp|,1|l 
- 

[r¿(¿ \¡)fN(B)-m\ nz / Lt'@)J L p@) l
Proof. Let D: B \,4. As A and D arc disjoint, we have the following from the

distribution of I/

(7.2) E [/ (N(A) = ,rrtrt,N(D) 
- *r)] - "-p(Ð-p@) 

p(A)nq It(D)*z 
.m7!m2! )

while, of course, we also have

(z.B) E [/ (¡,,(B) : n)] - "-t'@A(B)" .

Hence, we may conclude that

(7.4) E[l(¡''(.4) -m)l¡.'(B) -n]: (:)w,
and the lemma follows. tr

We include another small lemma which will be used in proving the main resuit of
this section.
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Lemma 7-2 Let o ) 0 and B ) 0 be giuen. Then for any\ 1t2, we haue

[.'" ,(r, - t)"(t - tL)Pdt _ (tz - tt)'+r*t f(g-+ t)l(É t t)

l'"äf ,. ?'["*a'-t')ffi]'

Proof. By means or rO" substitutio n LL: ffi, *usee that

ltz

[,' ,(r, - t)"(t - tr)ßdt : (tz - tt)*+u*, 
Io' [(t, - t1)u *¿rJ (1 - u)oupdu

= (t, - tr)a+P+z 
lot 

,t - u)oua+r du

+ t{t2 - t1)d+Þ+t 
lo'e - u)ouÞd,u

_ (t, - tr)'*P*'|(ï|4(É 12f(c* Þ+z¡

* t1(t2 - t1)o+e+tr(g-+ 
t)l(É + t).

r(o * Þ +27

(7.6)

The statement of the lemma follows. tr

The following theorem gives the expected time of an event within some time
interval conditioned on the number of events at the beginning and end of the interval.

Theorem 7.3 Let N be a homogeneous Po'isson process on the i,nter-ual (e,æ) w¡th

constantrneo,nn?,eaEu,reÀandorderedeaentti'mesQ<Tot<TQ)<...

?Ì¡+r)

(7.7) E[?Ì*l I N,,, ¡rr,, ] : úr * (tz -¿r¡= 
fr -ji"-¡'\& -"Ntz-Ä/¿r+1'

Proof. Let ú be such that fi 1t S tz. we see that for any Nr, ( k 1 N¿r, we

have

(7.8) E[/(?-ir¡ S ú) | N,,,N,,] : E[ I(Tç,¡ < ú) I N(e,ti,N(h,t2]1.



However, taking A:4rr,rrl,ß the trivial ø-fielcl, e : o{N(g,ú1]}, and D:
ø{.nú(Ú1,t21}, we see that.,4 and tsV e are independent by the independence of the

increments of i/. since o{Nr 2 k} C ..4. whenever t e (h,tzl, we note that er¡
is .4 V 3-measurable. Hence, we may apply Corollary 5.6 to define a conditional

probability function G(t) of ?-ir¡ for \ 1t 1t2 as follows

(7.s)

E[/(?.ir¡ < ¿) | N,,, N,, ]

E[I(Qr¡ S r) | ¡/(ú1,¿2]l

E[/ (¡'I(ú1 ,t] > k') | N(rr, r2l l

+ /"\ p,(h,tli p(t,trl"-i
i=* \j ) p(h,tzl" '

where p is the mean measure of .ly', kt : k - ¡/r,, and n : N(úr,ú2] with the final
equality following from Lemma7.I.

In particular, for ¡-r given bV p(B): ÀlBl for all Borel B ç(q,oo), we see that

G(t) =
=

(7.10)

,t- (,), - Ð l:,' t(t, - ¡)n-i-tþ - ,)'04.
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It follows by application of Lemma 7.2 that

E[?Ì*r I rr,,, A4, ] : 6+Lå mtr+Ð(t, - r,)"t(')lf;; f)* 
t)

[. ;r'[" * çt'-t')ft1)
_ç f(n+1) (t^_t.¡"f(r+l)f(n-i)

(2.11) - fr,mry"_t\b2-^) --TGTiI-

þ, 
+ þ,-,,)#++]]

.å r ö 1 l-ir ;-L1_ Ð lr' *(tr-tò-1 -l - f lt'+(tr-¿,¡l-tllj=h,L -'n*IJ 
ï=n,L- 

-'n*IJ

: tt*(tz-rù#.

The theorem follows from the definitions of k, and n. !

We will use this result in a slightly different form, as given by the following corol-

lary. It gives the expected value of an inter-event time between two events in a time
interval given the number of events known to have occurred at the start and end of
the time interval.

Corollary 7.4 Let N be a homogeneous Poísson process on (Q,æ) wi,th ord,ered,

euentti,mesQ<T¡;¡<Te)

ti,mes {W;} for euents occurri,ng between times fi o,nd, t2 gi,uen by

(T.rz) l,t.-{?Ìiv"+rl-tr fori-r;
[?Ì",,*tl -?i",,+r-t¡ for2 1 ¡ < Nu-14,'

for some gi,uenQ <h1t2. Then, for allL <i < Ntz- N¡, wehaue

(7.13) E[Wn l t4,, t' r - tz - tt¡tzJ- 
¡ib -¡iú, +1
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Proof. We see that, for the case i = 1. we have

(7.14)
E[WrlÄl,,,I{,,J : tt * (tz- úr)o-+- - fltrtz .A/r, +

tz-tt
¡rf,4J'

h * (tz- t,¡-- I 

-
Nh Nt, +1

- t1 - (tz - tt) ., i 
l=1-'N¿z-Nr,+1

tz-tt

while for the other c¿rses, we have

ElW, | À/,,, /r4,1 _

(7.15)

Ntz- ff¿, +1'

and the statement of the corollary follows. tr

Now, we have generated all the results we will need to calculate the

expectations we create by means of the techniques described in section
now begin the actual derivation of our valuation formula.

conditional

5. We may

Distribution Assumptions

We considerYl, the value of our futures contract on a unit premium at time ú. We
assume that the catastrophe counting process N defined on IR.* is a Poisson counting
process with mean measure F"oü B* -- lR.+ given by p",t(B): Àco¿ lB n (e,oo)l (for

l'l the Lebesgue measure) where À"o¿ ) 0 is the expected number of catastrophes
per unit time. Essentially, .ð/ imputes an associated homogeneous Poisson process

defined ot (Q,oo) C IR+. As above, we write e <Tfrl <Te)
7Ì"**t) 1T(*r*r) ( ' ' ' for the ordered times of the catastrophies after time e, with
the inequalities strict almost surelv.
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For each ordered catastrophe i occurring a^fter time Q, we have an associatecl

claims counting process M¡ and aggregate claims process X; representing the ac-

cumulated nominal value of claims on the contract premium pool (including those

reported to the insurance companies after time ,S) resulting from catastroph e i. Let
us define the stochastic process es M! and X,{ as above to represent the same claims

counting and aggregate claims processes measured from the time ?Ìd) of catastrophe i.
'We 

assume the claim counting process M!is a Cox process on IR.+ with directing

(random) measure ltrcroim,i : -El* + lR.+ representing the density of claims resulting

from individual catastrophe ¿' as measured from the time ?Ì¿l of the catastrophe.

We assume the associated aggregate claims process Xj is a compound Cox process

with individual claim amounts B;; for i > l identically distributed according to the

random cumulative distribution function F¡,; (with associated random mean ¡-rs,¿)

such that F¿,;(0) :0 almost surely.T

We make the following assumptions of independence. We define gctainz,i *

(8.1) gcloim,i : o {lr"ror^,r, Ìr",r} .

That is, gctoim'i represents complete information concerning the distributions of claim
frequency and size for catastrophe i. Vy'e assume that

, {1"t";*,; V g"Í},.n and I/ are mutually independent.

. {B;,r}r.n md M! arc conditionallyindependent given gcteim,i.

n M:and f'6,¿ are conditionally independent given þ.him,i.

c o {B;,¡,: k e N} and þ"¡o¿*,; are conditionally independent given .t's.¿.

TThis ensures both that insurance benefit amounts are non-negative and that E[.t(B¡,¡ :0)] = 0
so that we have gM! ç 9xí. Wnite this last restriction has little impact on the generality of the
model, it is required for a number of technical reasons that will become evident in later sectio¡rs.
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Intuitively' we assume an individual catastrophe's claims process evolves indepen-
dently of the claims processes of other catastrophes and of the times of any of the
catastrophes. We also assume that the claim sizes and their times are independent
given the size and frequency distributions and that the components of 5r"¡oi-,i fully
describe the distribution of the quantities they are meant to describe, €ven in the
presence of additional information.

Finally, having defined gclaim,i, we will now define the o-field lf,or*, which was

included in the speciûcation of our investing public's information set J¿ in Section 4,

as follows

tycløimrt : v {l"t"i*,i : T1;¡

{} gctaim,i.
j=L

(8.2)

Intuitively, the investing public is assumed to have exact information concerning
the "seriousness" of the catastrophe, as d.escribed by its claim frequency and size

distributions, as soon as the catastrophe has occurred.

We now attempt to characterize the complete claims counting process-\¡/hich is a
sum of Cox claims processes starting at catastrophe times determined by the evolution
of a Poisson catastrophe counting process-as a cox process itself.

I characterization of the claims counting process

In this section, we characterize the claims counting process that includes all claims
resulting from the catastrophes occurring between times Q and .R which are reported
to the insurance companies by time ^9 and are hence included in the settlement price
of the CATS contract. We have assumed that catastrophes occur according to a
Poisson distribution, and we have assumed that each catastrophe's claims process (as

measured from the time of that catastrophe) is a Cox process. These facts, together
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with our independence assumptions, will allow us to conclude that the full claims

counting process is also a Cox process.

Let N be a Poisson process on IR* with mean measure p*r(B) : ÀcøtlB n (e, oo)1,

as above, and with ordered event times e < T<rl 1 Tp¡

?Ì".*t) l Tevn+z)

directing measures {it.r"r*,r}rr¡r such that M!may be written

(e.1)

for ordered event times

processes each given by

(e.2)

M! :Ë,,,,,,
j=7

{St,¡}¡.n. Let {Xi}r.n be the associated compound Cox

xí = Ë B;,,€s,,¡,
j=7

with the {Br¡}r.* identically distributed with cumulative distribution function Fcbi*,i

for each i e N. Assume that the independence assumptions described in Section 8

hold.

Define M; and X¿ such that, for any B e B+ we have

(e.3)

(e.4)

M¿(B)

X,(B)

M:l@ -r<ù n R+] ;

xílra - 4,r) n R*] .

Let M(B) - E,ti tI;(B n [0,^9]) and X(B) : D,$ X¿(B n [0,^9]) as in equaliries

(3.10) and (3.11).

We begin by establishing that the processes {M;}¡.n are Cox processes. We have

M! andl{conditionallyindependentgiven itrcteim,iforeachie N. For,simplytake

'A' = lN, s - Jttctø;m,', and e - lM! and apply Lemma b.5. It follows that, for each i,
the increments of the process M; arc conditionally independent given SPctaiml V g¡r

by Theorem 6.2 applied to the Cox process Mlwith g = lN.In fact, if we define ú
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as the random measure definecl on .B+ and given by

(e.5) M,(B) = itrctoim,; lft - {r¡) n m+] ,

for all B e B+, then Theorem 6.2 shows that, for each B e B+ and n € N[, we have

EII (M(B) : n) | rtu'\ - ø{ø¡tçu¡1.B -?Ì,r) n ]R*) : n) | tra";^,i v sivl 
I 
g*}

, "-*,9_ti[,(By_l qr,l(e.6) _ tt- nt l- )

_ e-rúr{B) Í[i(B)n
nl.

F\rrthermore, we may similarly argue for .Ai, Az, . . . , Ar € .El+ that

Ic -_ú¡(A;) 
_

tt I I @lA¡ - ,¡) lro,) _ ¡e--'t^¡t 
Mi(A¡)"i

(9.7) i:t ,;' rt'i'

: II et r(M{Aj) - n) | si,,l,
j:l

and hence the {M¿}rrn are Cox processes with directing measur"r {rtfn}r.n satisfying

EII(MíB) = n) | gtu'l - EII(M;(B) = n) | luctoim,iv g"].
Now, the {"*},.n are conditionally independent given t" u 

[Y, 
gu*",^,i). For,

let ,I and ,I be disjoint subsets of NI. Note that -V- (r*, U gcla;m,i) 
""a fV fxi) V

(r¡^"'*t) u n" are independent by hypothesis. For any F1 , ,yrl*l and F2 €
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(e.8)

¡Yrl*i.,we have the following

e[r1a¡r1") 
I [Y, sa";*.i)u""]

: r{rral r [rr",l (yr"-,) " [9, sa";*.i)u""]
(ç ga";^,i)vg"Ì
V=r/)

_ rlrfnl 
| (,5 s^',^,i)ur"] .rlrtr,l 

| (,y, sa";*,i)u""],

by Corollary b.6 with .A : 
Cy, 

r*:) v (v,rr",*,t) u 
"", 

ts : 
,y,sctøim,í, e :

,Yrl'i, and D : 
Cv,gcto;m,i) 

vgN. Now, as this holds for any pair of disjoint

subsets of {rxÍ}-.N, we have that {""i},.n are conditionally independent given
/æ .\
LY, 

u""u-'i ) v gN . As g4 ç gx| V 9N, we have the desired conditional inde-

pendence.

'We 
also have

nlrçm,ç4 : n) 
| "" 

u (ry, ru",",-,,¡1
(9.9) _ E[I(M{B):n)llF"ta;m,i vg"]

_ EïI(Mà(B) : n) | stu,),

from Corollary 5.6 with .,4 : lM! \/ ittcraim,;, ß : lN, e = ,lriFctaím;, 
and D :

fqctøim'; . The required independence of ,4 and ts v e follows by hypothesis. Note the

following particular consequence of this result that

(9.10) EIMíB) | tù;".;ml v g" I : Fcrøim,i [f" _ ?Ìr¡) n re+] .
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In summary, each M; is a cox processes with directing measure i[¿, the {&{io.n
are conditionally independent given gN v ( .i -go*"r^,r), *d-for each i-we haveV=l /'

s,a"*'i)f :øÍt(uo(B) = n)|gÑo'l.(e.11) ølrs,çq - ùl n" u 
úy,

Therefore, by Theorem 6.5, M is a Cox process directed by the random me*ure 17

given ay u@¡ = X,9 ttrcroim,i{f, - e,l) n [0,,s - zÌ,1]] for all Borel B e B+.
We may now turn our attention to the distribution of the associated aggregare

claims process X given the information set J¿. This will lead directly to a valuation
formula for our simplified CATS contract.

1-0 \Ialuation of the CATS Contract

In this section, we will attempt to construct a useful, generalized expression for the
value of the futures contract Y¿ based on information available to the investing public
at time t. Let the information set gro be given by

(10.1) e,o : str v [v, oñir) 
" [Y, 

s",o,*,,) ,

and recall that f!! ç gl: for all B e B+.Intuitively, this information set includes

exact information concerning the occurrence times of aII catastrophes of interest
(including those that have not yet occurred as of time ú6) and complete information
concerning the evolution of their individual aggregate claims processes up to time ús.

While a potential investor could never be supposed to have such information at his or
her disposal at time ú6 (or at any time, for that matter), this information set will prove

to be a very convenient set on which to iterate. We now construct a general expression

for the expected value of the aggregate claims reported to the insurance companies

between times Í1 and ú2 given the information set $¿o for 0 ( ts t h 1tz 17 .
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lVe begin by noting that

EIXr, - X,, | 9,. J

1V¿ r: ÐBl x;,',ns-xi¡,
i=l L

lYp

(10.2) _ Ðel Xi,t2ns - Xi,t,
i=1
JVr¿

str v (,g, 
"öi.,) " [y, s,",*,,)f

gilvgöi,l ugclaim/l

,r+s,,¡(h,,ú2 A .9] 'e{e1",,lg'l

V o {B;,¡, k # j} y gcla;m,if

gn v gM'v o {8,,r: ?-ii¡ * S¡,r ( tr} u gclaim,i}

= Ðe{n[X,r2Â.e - X,,,, 
I 
gN v gM' v o {Bo,r : T1;¡ *,S,,r ( to} u gctairn,il

i=1

I 
u" u göi,l v t",",^,,\,

by Corollary 5.6 with.4 : lxiy gctøirni,ß: tN, a: (ry,göir) u [y, 
gr"n*,t),

and D : göi^ly gclaimi. The requisite independence of ,4. and ß v e follows directly
from our assumptions.

For any 7 < i <.f{¡, we see that the following holds

E[Xr,trns - Xi,trl 
"" 

u gM, v o {Br,o : Tç;¡ *,g,,r ( r.} u gcraim,àf

(10.J) _ 
irr,,,**, ,(tr,tzn^sl .n{n[aø lr* v ru,
j=l

Y o {B;,¡, k * j} y gcloim,if

gtr V gM'v , {Br,n :71.;.¡ *,S¿,¡ ( a} u gcloim,i}
æ

(10.4) _ Ð rr,
j=7

(10.5) = i rr,,,*r,, r(tr,trA s] . E[B,,r I lcto;m,;,
¡b=1

(10.6) _ Ë rr,,,*r,, *(tr,trn S] . E[B,,r I F",r]
Ë=1

(10.7) = l.rs,;M;(tt,t2ASl,
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with eqtrality (10.a) following from Corollary b.6 with .4 : gx: y gcloim,i. B the

trivial ø-field, 0 : 9N, and D -- gM: v o {B;,¡ : k + j} y gctøimi and equalities (10.b)

and (10.6) following from Lemma 5.1 under our independence assumptions.

By Lemma 5.5 with .A:9N, B : jctaim,i, â,nd Q, = lxi, we have Xj and N con_

ditionally independent given gcloim,à. However, since we have {B;,r}o.n and M! con-

ditionally independent given gclaim,i by hypothesis, we may conclude that {B;,r}¡6¡,
N, and M! arc conditionally independent given gctoim,i. Hence, by Theorem 5.4 with
.A:TMi VgN, g - gcloim,i, e : o{B¡,r: k e NI}, and D =lN vgffirl,we have

EIX!, - X,, | 9,, l

: 
ät{rr,, nftw.çtr,tzAsl lrvevD] lstrvsöi,r v sctairn,i}

/V¿

: Ð tt",,ø[ltnçtr,ú2 A .9] 
| "" 

u gtf;.t v gcrøim,il.

By hypothesis, we have N ¿afl ji'cta;m,i v lþs,, v gMl independent. Hence, by

Lemma 5.5, we have y'ú and gÉ",t v gM! conditionally independent given þcta¿m.;. As
M! and FB,; arc conditionally independent given Ìtrcreim,iby hypothesis, we necessarily

have ly', É¿,;, and M! conditionally independent given rf,ctøim,i. Taking .A - lM! v lN ,

fi - sPcla;m'i, € - gþ"'', and D : rN v gff;.r,we may apply Theorem 5.4 to get the

following

(10.8)

(10.e)

(10.10)

(10.11)

EIXI, -X,, lg,rl
N¿

_ l,tt",,'E[Mi(t:.,ú2 A ^9] | fltclo;m; V grv V gffi.l]
i=l
JV¿

_ D it",t 'E[Mi(tr,tz A S] | fltcto;^l V g" 
]

i=1
N¡

_ Ð tt",n ltrctoim,i{{r, - T1;.¡,tz- ?Ì,ll n [0,,S - Zi,l]] ,j=1
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with equation (10.10) followingfrom the conditional independence of increments of IuI¿

given Jilctaim,i V 9N as demonstrated in Section 9 and equation (10.11) following from

equation (9.10).

In short, we have the following for any 0 ( ú6 ( ù 1tz 1T

(10.12) EIX', - Xttl $,. J : 1r",, itrctoim,à{{r, - T1;¡,tz- ?Ì,1] n [0,,s - At]] .

i=1

Having generated this result, it wilt now be possible to construct a general expression

for the value of the futures contract for any time 0 < t < ?. Recall from equat íon (4.2)

that Jt = ril,,tv tTp,,tv sctoim while ste) = 9N v Ci"öi,,,,) " C.Y, 
gctoin,i).

Hence, \ Ç Ste) since 7[0,4 ç [0,r(¿)] bv the properties of 7(.). It follows from

equation (3.7) that

e6(T-t)yt

(10.i3) = X1ç¡ * E[Xs - Xru> lJ,]
(10.14) : Xte) *E{E[X5 - X.t@l gt(r)] | J,]

(10.15) = xte) **f 0",, itctdim,i{tzfrl - Tç¡,s - ?Ì,ll n R*}
¡'=1

* 
" [,="ä *rþ",, 

itrcrøi,n,i{trftl - T1i¡,s - ?Ì,r] n re+} 
| 
l, 

] 
.

The third term on the right hand side of equation (10.15) can be interpreted in-

tuitively as the expectation of aggregate claims on future catastrophes. It is zero for

all ú > .R. For t 1 R,we will evaluate it as follows. Let O : (,=fr *rr","r*t)V 
gN,

ts : ïff,t1, Q' - ictoimY lTp,rl, and D the trivial ø-field. we note that, for disjoint sets

I, J çN, we have ,!, (l"to;^,; v g"í) 
""a [5 

ga';*.i)vg' independent by hypoth-

esis. By Lemma 5.5, we necessarily have ,!, (l"ro;*,; v g"i) *a fv f a"i*,i) V giv

conditionally independent given sfl,n. rhis implies that _V_ (g;"t"i*,; v g*Í) Vgfl,r¡ and



(rrl""'*'t) u"" are conditionally independent given grä,,1. h particular, of course,

,A and 0 are conditionally independent given B, and q¡e may apply Theorem 5.4 to
the third term of the right hand side of equation (10.15) to get

rN¿
t[,=,,à*, þa,; þ"ro¿*,r {{z{t) -Tq;¡,s - ?Ìl] n m-} 

| 
l,]

(10.16) -- t[,=å_, ìrB,; Ìr"ro;^,, {{r{r) - Tç¡,s - ?Ì,lJ n R*}

(10.17) _ , [,=*ä*, pB,i ttctoi^,n {{r{r) - T1;¡,s - e,l] n R*}

st4]

^/'],

where equation (10.17) follows from Corollary 5.6 with .4 = gt-l V lclolnl,¿ ) ts the

trivial ø-field, € :9f,r¡, and D - o{N,} with the independence of .,4 and ß v e
following from the indepence of the increments of the poisson process -lú.

Let us now make the simplifying assumption concerning the unconditional mean

of the random measure ps,¿ it"to¿*,¿ that

(10.1s) E[þ",; þ¿o¿*,;f : l-IB."toi^,

where FB..to;* is the measure, homogeneous on IR+, given by ltø."to¿*(B) : \o."ton ,lBl
for any B e B+. In this case, we have

t [,="ä., t-t*,; ir"to;*,;{rrrt) - Tq;¡,s - ?Ì,1] n R*} tr]

(10.le) _ t{t [*å *r0",, 
itctøim,i{trfrl - Tç¡,s - eor] n R*}

-- 
^".r",* 

El, Ë .,r - ?Ì,r) 
| 
*],

t i=Nr^n+1

since 9"lo'h't is independent of gN.

""1 l*)
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In the case ú ( ft, we may define the inter-event times Wt : ?Ì",*r¡ _ ú and
W;= ?Ì"'*tl-?Ì*,*t-t¡ for2 ( i S Nn-tr/¿. AsNisahomogeneouspoissonprocess
on (8, oo), we may apply Corollary 7.4, and, we see that

_ (Nr-iv,Xs -tve)- i E[?Ì,r -tvgl ¡¿,,/rn]
d=lfr*1

(10.20) ¡vn-Nr
= (N¿_¡r,Xs _tv Q) _ 

Ð 
(nn_¡/¿+r _i)E[wil NI,NR]

: (¡in _ ¡r,xs _tv Q)_ 
Nn - N, + t(Næ _ ¡r,)##fr

: (No_',)(s _^*lro).

Finally, then, we obtain

t[ Ë pa,i Fcrø;m,;{tztrl - Tç¡,s - ?Ì,1] n m+} | l,l[r=**, '\r\-'¿ "\t)'" *(t'- ) | -J

(10.21) _ \".",o,* (s _ n+tv q) ,tr" _ N, l¡i,l
= / R+tVg\, ,: ÀB."roi* (*S - --_ 

r. 

) ^*r@ 
_ t V g),

by corollary 5.6 with.4 - 9f,*¡, ß the trivial ø-field, e = o{¡i[O,ú]], and D the
trvial o-field. The independence of "4 and tsv e here follows from the independence

of increments of N. In the case where t ) R, the third term of equation (10.15) has
value 0, since no additional relevant catastrophes can occur after time ¡?.

"[,å,,t-?Ì,r) l*,"']
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Substituting the expression for the third term (10.21) into equation (10.15), we get

the following expression for the value of the futures contract Y¿ for any time 0 < t < T

e6(r-Ðy _ x.,r,l * lrr,, itcroim,i{frftl -71;¡,s - ?Ì,r] n [0, s]]
(10.22) d=l

+ I(ts Æ)' \".",o,* (t - ^*l' o) À*,(" - tv g).

So far, we have left the claims publication schedule 7(.) unspecified. At the presenr

time, the ISO provides the investing public with the value of the aggregate claims

reported to insuring companies as of times .R and ^9. The value of Xp is reported

as soon as possible, but since some time is required to collect and summarize the

information provided by participating insurers, this value is not actually reported

until some time .R' ) .R. The value of X5 (which is actually the settlement price,

since Y7 - Xv - Xs) is not reported until the settlement time ?. The resulting

aggregate claims publication schedule f(.) ir given by

(10.23)

for 0 ( t < T. Note that this function 7(.) is non-decreasing, right-continuous, and

satisfies the requirements f(0) = 0,1(T):,9, and "y(t) < ú for all ú.

l0 if0<t<R,;
?(¿): { Æ if .R, < t <T;

I(^9 ilt:7,
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In this particular case, equation (10.22) gives the following expression for the value

of the futures contract Y¡ for any time 0 < ú < ?

f DIt LrB,; F"toi*,;(0,.9 - ?irlJ

| .Ã"'"'o'*(s-u+t)

(1,0.24) uo<,-rly - | 
'À"o¿(Æ - tv Q)

I D:i itB,; it"toi*,i(O,.9 - ?Ìrll

| 
* * E!!, þu,, ircto;m,;(R - T1;¡,s - ?Ì,ll

Ix"

L1 Conclusion

if 0 < t < R;

if.R<t<R,;
if R' < t <T;
if t :7.

The explicit goal of this paper has been the development of the expression for the value

of the catastrophe insurance futures contract in equation (10.22) and, in particular,
the result in equation (10.24).Implicitl¡ however, the creation of the general model

of Section 3 and the methods of attack in the calculation of the relevant conditional
expectations illustrated in Section 10 and facilitated by the techniques of Sections b,

6, and 7 may be more important results.

Certainly, the specification of the distributions of the model's components in Sec-

tion 8 appears to allow for a large degree of generality. Not only does the actual
choice of distributions for the catastrophe counting process and the catastrophes, as-

sociated claims processes seem sound, but the independence assumptions remain, on

balance, quite unrestrictive-we would expect them to hold in any realistic model of
insurance claims for catastrophic events. The resulting characterization of the claims

counting process as a Cox process in Section g is particularly noteworth¡ as the tech-

niques for statistical estimation involving Cox processes, as illustrated in [Z], are well
established

The most restrictive aspects of the model-the simplifying assumption that the
unconditional mean of þa,¿ ltrcrøim,i be a homogeneous measure and the suggestion
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that complete information concerning the seriousness of a catastrophe (that is, the

distribution of its claims' sizes and the mean frequency of its claims across time)
will become known to the investing public at the moment the catastrophe occurs-
remain somewhat problematic. The former is difficult to relax without seriously

compromising the "clean" expression of the fina.l valuation formula. The latter poses a

lesser difficulty, as it seems reasonable to assume that relatively accurate'assessments

of a catastrophe's seriousness, insofar as it impacts the associated insurance claim
stream, might be made very soon after the catastrophe's occurrence.

Notwithstanding the appropriateness of the model, however, the statistical tech-

niques for dealing with the conditional expectations of Poisson and Cox processes

given specific information sets should stand on their own as an illustration of the ap-
plicability of rigorous probabilistic methods in the valuation of financial instruments.
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